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rior to Indian partition in 1947 and the end of British rule, Sikkim,
along with the Garhwal, was perhaps the best known and mapped of
the Himalayan regions. Much of mountaineering significance was accomplished in those days but with the virtual closing of the Kingdom after
partition, and even greater restrictions of travel after annexation by India
in the early 1970s, this was an area waiting to be rediscovered. Indeed
many worthwhile peaks of not inconsiderable technical difficulty are yet to
be climbed.
Permission to travel in the Kingdom, even in the early days, was not a
straightforward affair. The King had to be consulted indirectly through three
British representatives, an arrangement which the monarch of the time was
obliged to put up with in exchange for being largely left in peace. The climber
most associated witQ these early explorations was the Aberdonian chemist
Dr Alexander Kellas. He accomplished an incredible amount of climbing
in six expeditions to the Kingdom between 1907 and 1920. Generally he
operated alone with a loyal group of local porters whom he trained in basic
Alpine skills. In 1910 he made ten first ascents above 20,000ft including
Sentinel Peak (6490m), Pauhunri (7125m) and Chomo Yummo (6829m).
His energy and tenacity must have been phenomenal; the previous year, for
instance, he had twice attempted Pauhunri, getting within 200ft of the top.
During the inter-war years activity was centred more around Kangchenjunga than in the north of Sikkim. However, two climbs were made
by returning Everesters: Shipton, Warren, Kempson and Wigram climbed
Gurudongmar in 1936 (from the Tibetan plateau) and two years later
Tilman, who was as he put it 'one of the rats deserting the sinking ship',
broke away to climb and survey in North Sikkim. He crossed the Naku La
to the west of Chomo Yummo and eventually climbed Chumangkang
(6212m), one of the many fine peaks of North Sikkim lying to the south of
the main Himalayan divide.
In 1945 Harry Tiny climbed Chomo Yummo and Wilfrid Noyce climbed
Pauhunri which were both second ascents. As a result of interest in the
area, two Himalayan Club huts were erected on either side of the Sebu La
in the Lachen and Lachung valleys respectively. The Lachung hut was built
at Yume Samdong where our base camp was eventually to be located but
sadly both huts are now in ruins.
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In 1949 Trevor Braham discovered a high pass linking the Kangkyong
valley and glaciers with the Lachung valley to the west and recalls
'memories of old carefree days when one was happy enough to explore
and never expected to climb a mountain at the first attempt'. No Western
climber or walker has been to the north-east of Sikkim since Braham was
there in the 1950s.
In 1962 the Chinese attacked the undefended northern border on many
fronts and the Indian army drew an 'inner line' beyond which foreigners
were not permitted. Several army expeditions were allowed in after the
fighting but no Indian civilians. In 1972 Indira Ghandi sent in troops to
annex Sikkim as an Indian State. Up to that point there had been a workable arrangement with the King with regard to Sikkim's defence, but the
expansionist Ghandi took advantage of the fact that the King had rejected
the representatives from Delhi (he was theoretically allowed to select his
own Delhi politicians) and stormed the palace in Gangtok. The King's
second wife was an American called Hope Cooke whose daughter Hope
Leezum Namgyal (related also to-the Kings of Bhutan) now runs a trekking group called Trek Sikkim. She remembers the day as a very young
girl when the troops invaded, and as she is the only one of her family to live
in the State, apart from her half brother the Crown Prince who lives in
religious retreat, her contacts in Sikkim are widespread. This turned out to
be invaluable to us. I had been in contact with Hope through Ed Webster
the year before.
To bring this historical footnote up to date: in 1976 Harish Kapadia
gained permission to enter North Sikkim and spent weeks tramping over
the high passes including the Sebu La. By 1996 Indo-Chinese relations
were less tense and it seemed that with a determined push the door might
be opened. Doug Scott, our leader, was just the man for the job. He had
several good contacts, not least Col. Balwant Sandhu who had been his
liaison officer on several past trips. Doug had tried to get us into Arunacha1
Pradesh the previous year without success and began sending copious letters
to Col. Badgel at the Indian Mountaineering Foundation (IMF) in Delhi.
Besides Balwant we had a great ally in Sunam Dubey, vice-president of
the IMF, who kept our application moving through the endless bureaucratic
corridors. It seemed we had to have permission from the IMF, the Home
Office, the Foreign Office, the Sikkim State Government and not least the
North-East Frontier Army Command. Lesser men than Doug would have
retreated from the enormity of the job, especially with all of us constantly
ringing him for updates. You could hardly blame us, since deadlines came
and went with annoying regularity. Some members dropped out and the
omens were not good. Other climbers had recently run foul of the military
authorities' inner line permits, including Doug himself who had been turned
away from Rimo Il, Harish who had been turned away from the Terong
Glacier in Siachen, Andrew Bett from Hanuman in Garhwal by the Forest
Authority and finally Jim Lowther who had been told just before his
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expedition was due to leave for Kishtwar that his peak was now not available.
Extraordinary that the authorities should use the phrase 'not available' as
if the mountain had suddenly disappeared from the face of the Earth.
Just a week before our intended departure Doug contacted the IMF
President Dr M S Gill. He was very busy at the time as India's chief election commissioner and therefore one of India's top civil servants. A series
of forceful letters from all of us asked, not only about the permit itself, but
also why it was that a simple 'yes' or 'no' decision had to be left until the
very last moment when many irreversible arrangements, such as purchase
of air fares, had already been made. Happily he took our letters to heart
and took time off to sort things out despite the army complaining that they
would be undertaking Sikkim manreuvres in the area and didn't particularly want us around. Our thanks are due to him and to General C S
Nugyal, general secretary of the IMF, who, with Balwant, resolved the army
problem. Our permit duly arrived and in the event we had a trouble-free
expedition.
Besides Doug and myself the team consisted in the end of Lindsay Griffm,
our High magazine mountain information editor, Phil Bartlett, a strong
and very enthusiastic explorer/mountaineer, Mark Bowen from the USA
who was a friend of Doug's, and Skip Novak, my sailing/mountaineering
colleague from previous Antarctic trips. Two support trekkers, Paul
Crowther (OK) and Michael Clarke (USA), completed the party.
We had decided on a post-monsoon expedition as the weather can be
more settled at that time of year especially in the eastern Himalaya. As it
turned out we were wrong in this particular year but as a rule it probably
holds true. Having met Balwant and Sunam Dubey at the IMF in Delhi,
and after a frantic few days shopping and packing, we left by train for New
Jalpaiguri situated over 1000 miles east on the plains below Darjeeling. At
Delhi station forty porters heaved our gear across endless tracks, inevitably
to the furthest platform where everything was laboriously weighed. The
train left exactly as they said it would at Spm and arrived the next day
promptly at 2.30pm. It had been a fascinating journey, to the accompaniment of Sunam describing the present-day political scene in India and
Balwant recounting tales of the Raj. We rattled along across the endless
Gangetic plain and on arrival at Jalpaiguri were met by Hope Leezum and
her assistant from Trek Sikkim, Duguel. Some five hours later our jeeps
rolled into Gangtok after crossing into Sikkim State territory. This was the
first barrier, but the inner line was yet to come.
During the next few days Doug and Hope visited the various Ministries
and Departments to pay over additional royalties to the Sikkim government
and take on our liaison officer Lalit Basnet and four camp staff who would
double as high-altitude porters if necessary. From Darjeeling came Pasang
Namgyal Sherpa and Sungay Sherpa. Also from West Sikkirn came Tenzing
Norbu known as 'Lama' and from Gangtok, Narwang Zongda, one of the
indigenous Lepcha people, who was known as 'Uncle'. Much of the gear
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we had brought from Delhi we now found was easily available in Gangtok.
It is an amiable place, pleasanter than polluted Kathmandu, with houses
crowded together on exceptionally steep slopes. Indeed with landslides and
earthquakes (we felt a small tremor whilst there), the houses have a feeling
of impermanence.
We set off up country on 27 September following the Tista River, the
main drainage river of Sikkim. Just below its confluence with the Lachung
Chu and Lachung Valley we passed across the inner line army border.
Balwant sorted out everything in true 'Colonel' style and we were thankful
to have him with us, as many a trip gets no further than this point. Some
twelve miles upstream we stayed the night in an ex-colonial forestry Dak
bungalow.
We soon discovered that there had been a considerable amount of environmentally destructive army road-building. Over the past 15 years a metalled
road had been pushed up towards a high army camp at 4800m where the
main pass, the famous Dongkya La, is guarded and where the original
Chinese incursion occurred. The fOad workers in Sikkim are principally
very poor Nepalese who have swamped the country in population terms
and turned the Bhutias and Lepchas into a minority in their own country.
Up in the fragile alpine zone, where even a small two-foot-diameter conifer
(Deodar or Pine) will be some 200 years old, we watched in horror as many
of these trees were cut down merely to melt tar to put on the road. We
were basically watching the instant transformation of indigenous, virgin
alpine forest into tarmacadam. There could never be a good enough reason
for doing that in such a place, or indeed anywhere, and it didn't even make
sense from a military point of view. The army people I talked to did not
think that any permanent benefit could be derived from a metalled road,
since landslides would sweep it away at frequent intervals.
After the trip, when we got to look behind the scenes, even more ugly
facts came to light. The corruption in Sikkim State at government level
seems to be so well known that I had no trouble fmding people, mainly
Lepchas and Bhutias, who were prepared to talk about it. It seems that the
tarmacked road in the Lachung Valley, and the cutting of totally unsustainable amounts of timber, was instigated in large part by a corrupt forestry
official who made a quasi-legal purchase of State (Reservation) Forestry
land. Even in Sikkim, 'reservation' land is meant to belong to the state.
The man in question, whose name is well known in the country, was a state
minister at the time and also, to tie things up nicely for him, ran a trekking
company to fill up the lodges he had established on the forest reserve.
Over in the west towards Kangchenjunga, another World Bank-aided
dambuilding project resulted in a recent demonstration by monks and
others, protesting at the violation of tribal land and environment, not to
mention earthquake dangers. I was shown dreadful scars on a hillside where
rock falls had taken away acres of trees - construction roads had been built
across ground that anyone could see was unsustainable. It is doubtful
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whether they will even be able physically to keep the road open. Sikkim
still has a lot more forest than Nepal, but that is misleading. Just at a time
when we might have expected the dawn of a more enlightened era, the rot
is setting in. To our mind it was a matter of save now or lose forever.
Base Camp was established by 1st October in a wide expansive valley of
brown hillsides. We were practically in Tibet and saw fox, marmot and
bharal (blue) sheep. We had much exploratory work and acclimatisation to
do and over the next two weeks we split up at times into various parties.
One of these forays took us into the Palo Chutang Valley which runs parallel
to the south side of Gurudongmar and Sanglaphu.
Throughout this period the weather was very unsettled but we got a good
view of Gurudongmar (6715m) and the col between it and Sanglaphu
(6224m) from a 5575m peak we called 'the Coal Tip' (more accurately the
north peak of the Lapchaten group). It was a monstrous heap of rubble but
it became a good vantage point and a fine boulder-rolling location. The col
between the two peaks was threatened by seracs on Sanglaphu - otherwise
we would have found a feasible way up Gurudongmar. As it was we sighted
another possible route up the south face but at a good deal harder technical
standard. Nevertheless this was probably the best mountaineering line
(along with the south ridge of Yulhekang 6429m) that we saw on the
watershed peaks.
Leaving Gurudon,gmar alone for the present, we returned to base for a
day and then set out with a few days' food to the Sebu Cho Lake below
Chombu (6362m), our other permitted peak. Phil and Lindsay set off to
look at Yulhekang and the Changme glacier leading up to it, including an
ascent of Gurung, 5691 m, followed by a recce over a glaciated col between
Chombu and Chombu East (5745m). This latter recce proved very useful.
Meanwhile Doug, Skip and myself crossed the Sebu La (5352m) to do a
thorough reconnaissance of Chombu and the Lachen Valley side of it. The
La was apparently an old yak route linking the upper Lachung and Lachen
valleys but glacial retreat meant we had to abseil down the western side of
it. Not much hope here for a yak, we thought. Nevertheless, from the top
we had stunning views of Chombu's north face, views of unclimbed
Chungukang (5824m) and, not least, mighty views of Kangchenjunga's
east face, together with the Nepal watershed peaks from 'The Twins', north
to Jongsang, and beyond into NW Sikkim. We spent a night out at the NW
end of Chombu but could see no feasible route on this difficult peak. The
best way was probably on the Sebu Cho side where we had our camp.
On 14 October, now acclimatised, we set off to attempt Chombu East.
As we crossed the glacier Col (5250m) onto the Rula Kang Glacier recced
by Lindsay and Phil, we had good views of the Pauhunri massif to the east,
along with two unclimbed 7000m peaks, a ruck of hard-looking unnamed
6500m peaks and the amazing looking Dongkya Ri (6190m). The other
side of Pauhunri and the 7000m peaks would have been viewed by
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Col. Younghusband on his way to Lhasa up the Chombi Valley in 1903
and by any other pre-war Everesters.
To the south of our col we looked into the very little-known country of
central North Sikkim with a wealth of 5500m-6000m peaks. We descended
what seemed a very long way before setting up camp under the SW side of
our peak. We headed off at dawn, climbing some tricky moraine before
donning crampons for the unnamed glacier fed by the south face of
Chombu East. Apart from crevasses, this was straightforward until, after
some hours, a 70° section landed us on a col at c5000m from which we
could see our steepening ridge. We could now more or less look down onto
our Base Camp and the hot springs at Yume Samdong. The inevitable
morning clouds started rolling up the Tista River from the south and by the
time we had climbed a further section of steep snow to the beginning of the
long serrated rocky summit ridge, we were enveloped in what turned out to
be a full-blown storm. To me the ridge was reminiscent of Mt Kenya's
West Ridge, with towers to turn, abseils to be made and iced-up steep rocky
gullies to be climbed. The wind blew into our faces and all the time, through
swirling mist, the sharp-edged ridge could be seen dropping down either
side for hundreds of feet. Anxious for a summit, we kept going. False top
after false top came and went until we shuffied acheval to a 30ft breche.
This was the crux CV) and especially difficult with crampons scraping
through fresh snow onto the vertical rock. Beyond the breche, the ridge
levelled off and the summit was reached. We kept just off the true top in
deference to the Gods and traditions of Sikkim.
Retreating the same way, which took nearly as long as the outward
journey, we descended to about 400ft above the col in a complete whiteout,
with huge dumps of snow falling. Tying two ropes together, three of us
belayed Doug down whilst he tried to jump on, and avalanche, the slope
below him. Unfortunately this didn't work, so we had no option but to
plough on in trepidation and luckily emerged unscathed back onto the
crevassed area, now with our outward tracks obliterated. We arrived back
at our tents in late evening and next day waded back across the Rula Kang
Col to Sebu Cho Lake feeling a little pleased with ourselves. It is worth
mentioning that there was a Lower Sebu Lake which, as in many such
Himalayan events, emptied after a natural moraine dam burst. The ensuing
flood wave killed many people in the Lachung and Tista valleys.
Still with an eye on Chombu (main), we ascended from Sebu Cho
managing to outflank a great lower icefall and put in a camp below the
mountain's east face. After negotiating some tortuous moraine and scree
slopes reminiscent of the Karakoram, we gained the upper glacier and made
it, in good weather for a change, to the start of difficulties. We looked at a
gully leading to the north ridge and at the east ridge itself, both of which
looked hard. Nevertheless, the snow conditions were so obviously dangerous
that there was no problem in making the decision to leave it alone for the
time being.
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Our final plan was to have a go at Gurudongmar from the Palo Chutang
Valley by the south ridge. After collecting food from Base Camp we
established an Advanced Base Camp below the peak but three days of
continuous bad weather and snow rendered the mountain unassailable and
for that matter Chombu as well.
Time had now run out and whilst we would dearly love to have had
another peak in the bag and felt a little disappointed, we had all worked
long and hard on a fine exploratory expedition in country of rare beauty.
It has to be said that the weather was not our friend and that snow conditions were particularly unconsolidated, but we had come back with a lot of
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interesting information about the area and an almost complete photographic record which would be of use to anyone else going that way. It
had, though, been an expensive area to visit, with a total expenditure of
some £20,000.
With Doug having to get back to his wife for the imminent birth of their
son Ewan, and with the others disappearing with him, it left Skip, Balwant
and myself to do a recce of the north side of Gurudongmar. Balwant had
obtained an almost unprecedented army permit for the three of us to drive
up the other, parallel valley, the Lachen. There, as in the East Karakoram,
troops and artillery pointed out into nowhere in Tibet. It just seemed such
a waste of money but I suppose one has to understand the way India views
China and in a sense you can't entirely blame them. It gave us a chance to
see the terrain that had lain beyond our northern skyline during the expedition and with good Tibetan post-monsoon weather dominating,we were
frustrated not to be able to climb Gurudongmar (67l5m), Sanglaphu
(6224m) or Kangchengyao (6889m) from this side; and so straightforward
it would have been compared with the approach from the south!
The army were unbelievably hospitable and trusted us not to photograph
any military installations. At Gurudongmar Lake, the source of the Tista
which cuts back through the main axis, an army notice read 'You are now
17,200ft nearer to God Almighty'. If they really believed that, they would
not have plans for a missile and artillery range on our (south side) of
Gurudongmar. Happily these particularly insane plans look like being
shelved and if the deforestatiqn is stopped, North Sikkim may yet rest in
peace as it deserves to, and others may then continue to sample its delights.
Summary: In October 1996 Doug Scott (leader), Lindsay Griffin, Skip
Novak, Phil Bartlett, Mark Bowen and Julian Freeman-Attwood made fIrst
ascents of Gurung (5691m), Lapchaten North (5575m), 'The Coal Tip'
and Chombu East (5745m), plus other unnamed points circa 5500m.
Liaison Officers: Balwant Sandhu (IMF) , La1it Basnet (State Government
of Sikkim) (Sunam Dubey of the IMF was present for the fIrst two weeks.)
Support Trek: Paul Crowther, Mike Clarke.
Camp Staff: Pasang Namgyal Sherpa, Tenzing Norbu, Sungay Sherpa,
N awang Zongda.
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29. The British Sikkim Expedition:
Chombu, 6362m, seen from the
Sebu La, with Skip Novak (L)
and Doug Scott.
(Julian Freeman-Attwood) (P45)
Below

30. Sanglaphu, 6224m, Gurudongmar,
6715m, and Kangchengao, 6889m,
seen from the Tibetan (north) side
of Gurudongmar Lake.
(Julian Freeman-Attwood) (P45)
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31. Skip Novak on the pinnacle
ridge of Chombu East.
(Doug SCOff) (P45)
Right

32. Julian Freeman-Attwood
just short of the summit of
Chombu East, 574Sm, in
deference to the traditions
of Sikkim. (Doug ScOff) (p45

